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Abstract
Simple elastic network models of DNA were developed to reveal the structure-dynamics relation-
ships for several nucleotide sequences. First, we propose a simple all-atom elastic network model
of DNA that can explain the profiles of temperature factors for several crystal structures of DNA.
Second, we propose a coarse-grained elastic network model of DNA, where each nucleotide is de-
scribed only by one node. This model could effectively reproduce the detailed dynamics obtained
with the all-atom elastic network model according to the sequence-dependent geometry. Through
normal-mode analysis for the coarse-grained elastic network model, we exhaustively analyzed the
dynamic features of a large number of long DNA sequences, approximately ∼ 150 bp in length.
These analyses revealed positive correlations between the nucleosome-forming abilities and the
inter-strand fluctuation strength of double-stranded DNA for several DNA sequences.
PACS numbers:
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INTRODUCTION
Elastic network models of proteins, including all-atom models[1, 2] and coarse-grained
models[3–9] represent some of the simplest and most powerful types of theoretical models
that can accurately reveal structure-dynamics relationships and the mechanisms underlying
a protein’s functional activities [10–14]. Such models have also been widely employed to
accurately reproduce the temperature factors on the crystal structure of a protein via normal-
mode analysis. These models can thus demonstrate the large and slow deformations of
proteins that are essential for protein functions, but remain difficult to demonstrate via
all-atom molecular dynamics simulations.
Along with proteins, DNA is the most important biomolecule for the activities of all
living organisms. Recent developments in molecular biology have revealed that DNA con-
tains several functional regions. Therefore DNA is no longer considered to have the sole
function in the storage of genetic information, but is now known to be actively involved
in gene regulation[15–18], insulator activity[19–24], and in the construction of chromosomal
architectures[25–28] such as heterochromatins and topologically associated domains through
nucleosome formation and protein bindings[29–33]. The functional behavior of each strand
of DNA is determined not only by chemical aspects of the nucleotides and base pairs but
also by its physical characteristics such as the structure and dynamics of the nucleotide
sequences in each functional region. However, comprehensive understanding of the physi-
cal properties of nucleotide sequences lags far behind the knowledge accumulated of their
biochemical aspects [15, 16, 26].
Since the last century, much progress has been made in revealing the physical aspects of
DNA using all-atom normal-mode analysis[34, 35] and molecular dynamics simulations[36–
42]. Several coarse-grained models of DNA (and RNA) have also been proposed. Some of
these describe the detailed shape of each nucleotide using three or more particles[43–49],
whereas others describe each base pair by simply one or two particles[50–54]. Molecular dy-
namics simulations and normal-mode analysis of these models have identified the flexibilities,
nucleosome-forming abilities, and zip-unzip transitions of the double helices of some specific
DNA sequences from tens to a few hundred base pairs in length. Although these methods
have proven to be very powerful for the analysis of the physical aspects of DNA, molec-
ular dynamics simulations are not suitable for conducting exhaustive analyses of several
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sequences simultaneously owing to the high computational costs of such extensive simula-
tions; for example, analyses of whole genomic and whole possible sequences. Moreover, the
normal-mode analysis of all-atomic models of long DNA sequences is also computationally
heavy.
Alternatively, data-driven methods have been proposed for determining the mechanical
properties of DNA with respect to the helical parameters and local flexibilities of base pairs
from X-ray crystal structure analysis and all-atom molecular dynamics [55–60]. These meth-
ods also seem to be powerful and can be applied to the analysis of the mechanical properties
of several DNA sequences simultaneously. However, the methods thus far proposed have fo-
cused on static and local mechanical properties. Therefore, they are not particularly useful
for the study of the functional contribution of the dynamic and correlated motions of DNA.
The objective of this study was to construct a simple coarse-grained elastic network model
of DNA to allow for exhaustive analysis of the dynamic correlated motions of several long
DNA sequences. For this purpose, we first constructed a simple all-atom elastic network
model of short DNA sequences based on the method introduced by Tirion[1] for the mod-
eling of protein dynamics. We confirmed that this model could accurately reproduce the
temperature factors of some DNA fragments from data obtained with X-ray crystal structure
analysis.
Second, we developed a simple coarse-grained elastic network model of long DNA se-
quences, where each nucleotide is described by only one node. We confirmed that this sim-
plified model has lower computational costs but can nonetheless reproduce the nucleotide
sequence-dependent dynamics revealed by the all-atom elastic network model.
Finally, through the normal-mode analysis of this coarse-grained model, we conducted an
exhaustive analysis of the general features of the sequence-dependent structure-dynamics re-
lationships among several DNA sequences. We specifically focused on the dynamic properties
of a large number of long DNA sequences, approximately ∼ 150 bp in length (with respect
to the length of the nucleosome-forming regions), for the genomes of some model organisms
as well as for random sequences with several A, T, C, G ratios. Through these analyses, we
found that the dynamic aspects of DNA are highly influenced by their sequences, and found
positive correlations between the nucleosome-forming abilities and inter-strand fluctuations
of double-stranded DNA.
In particular, we focus on the geometry dependencies of the dynamics of several DNA
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sequences, since a recent study demonstrated that the geometry of DNA sequences has a
dominant contribution to their mechanical features[47]. In the following arguments, for
simplicity, we use “sequence-dependent” to mean “dynamics that depend on sequence ge-
ometry”.
MODELS AND METHODS
Basic structures of Elastic Network Models of DNA
In order to construct elastic network models of DNA, the basic DNA structure first
needs to be determined. In the following arguments, we construct two types of models: i)
a simple all-atom elastic network model (AAENM) to reproduce the characteristics of the
crystal structures of DNA, and ii) a simple coarse-grain elastic network model (CGENM)
to reproduce the characteristics of the AAENM. We obtained the basic DNA structures in
the following two ways for the respective purposes of constructing each model.
For construction of the AAENM, we employed the atom coordinate sets of several naked
DNA crystal structures included in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) as the given basic struc-
tures of the model. We used 9 DNA crystal structures containing only DNA and water
molecules under different conditions of crystallization, where all temperature factors are
given as positive values (Table 1). The suitability of the model was evaluated by compar-
isons of the temperature factors obtained between the model and those obtained from X-ray
crystal structure analysis.
The objective of our constructed arguments was to unveil the sequence-dependent dy-
namic features of several long DNA sequences simultaneously. In recent crystal struc-
ture analysis, only shorter DNA sequences (i.e., less than 12 bp in length) were studied.
On the other hand, several types of helical parameter sets, base pair parameters, and
base step parameter sets have been proposed through experiments or molecular dynam-
ics simulations[36, 61–66](Table 2, ). Here, we used the application X3DNA[67] to obtain
the coordinates of each atom for any sequence from these helical parameters, and used these
parameters to construct the AAENMs and CGENMs of longer DNA sequences (for detailed
methods of the generation of the atom coordinates, see Lu and Olson [67]). In the following
arguments, we compare the characteristics of the AAENM and CGENM constructed by
4
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C#DA EFG0H0HAA,,0H0HGIF JKL JMKC LMLCN LMLLJ LMOPPE LMNQOI
P#DA EFG0H0HAA,,0H0HGIF JKL CIMI LMLCL LMLLJ LMOIQK LMPLIN
K#DA EFG0H0HAA,,0H0HGIF JKL EMKL LMLLP LMLLJ LMOPOQ LMPQPE
C"KC EFGHHHH,000GIF JPP LMNK LMOIJ LMJEJ LMEPEL LMOKJE
C"0L EFG0A,HHH000A,HGIF JPP CMCN LMINL CMCKJ LMEKCL LMPLIN
CJJ" EFG00AHH00,HHGIF JPP JMNE LMLLJ LMLEL LMNJCK LMNPQQ
CJI" EFG00AHH00,HHGIF JPP OMNP LMLLI LMLLP LMPNLQ LMNJIL
CNC" EFG0A0H0HGIF JKO LMKQ CMEJJ LMIIJ LMQJCP LMEPNN
IIL" EFGA00H00HH0H00GIF JPP QMEI LMLCI LMLLJ LMEQCN LMEEON
TABLE I: Information of the analyzed DNA segments. PDB ID, sequences of X-ray crystal
structure analysis of DNA fragments, parameter sets of the AAENM for each DNA structure, and
correlation coefficients of TFi and MATFi between the AAENM and X-ray crystal structure.
X3DNA from three different helical parameter sets: i) a parameter set obtained by an in
vitro experiment and X-ray crystal structure analysis[48, 61–63] (Table 2), ii) a parameter
set obtained only by the X-ray crystal structure analysis, and iii) a parameter set obtained
by all-atom molecular dynamics simulations[58, 65, 66] ().
All-atom Elastic Network Model of DNA
A simple all-atom elastic network model of double-stranded DNA was constructed based
on the model proposed by Tirion[1]. In this model, we regard all of the atoms of given
DNA sequences as the nodes comprising the elastic network. For the analysis of the crystal
structures of DNA involving water molecules, we also regard the oxygen atoms of water
around DNA as the nodes of the elastic network. We define the mass and position of atom
i as mi and ri (ri = (xi, yi, zi)), respectively. The potential V of all atoms is given as
V =
∑
i,j
Ca
2
(|ri − rj| − |r0i − r0j |)2θ(Ri +Rj +Rc − |r0i − r0j |) +
∑
boundary
BiCa
2
(ri − r0i )2. (1)
Here, r0i is the position of atom i of the basic DNA structure, as described above.
The first term indicates the interaction potential among atoms that are spatially closed in
the basic DNA structure (Fig. 1(a)). Here, Ri refers to the Van der Waals radius of atom i,
Rc is an arbitrary cut-off parameter that models the decay of interactions with distance, and
θ indicates the Heaviside function, where θ(z) = 1 (θ(z) = 0) for z ≥ 0 (z < 0). We assume
Rc = 2.0A˚, which is empirically considered to be an appropriate range for biomolecules, at
5
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TABLE II: Helical parameter sets. Helical parameter sets (i) obtained by in vitro experiments
and X-ray crystal structure analysis[48, 61–63].
least for proteins[1]. The results of the arguments presented in this paper were qualitatively
unchanged for the appropriate range of Rc. In the crystal structures of DNA, the motions
of water molecules are also restricted by the crystal packing. Thus, for all atoms, we assume
that spatially closed pairs of atoms are connected by linear springs with their respective
natural lengths. The elastic coefficient Ca ([kJ/(A˚
2mol)]) is a phenomenological constant,
which is assumed to be the same for all interacting pairs.
The second term indicates the boundary effects of each DNA and water molecule in each
DNA crystal structure. This term plays a crucial role for the analysis of the fluctuations
of the crystal structure of DNA, such as temperature factors, since the fluctuations of the
nucleotides at the edges of DNA and water molecules are restricted due to the following
facts.
In the crystal of DNA, the motion of edges at upper and lower streams of each DNA
segment (left and right edges in Fig. 1(a)) is influenced by atoms of other adjacent segments
6
FIG. 1: Illustrations of (a) all-atom elastic network models (AAENMs) from the crystal struc-
tures, and the coarse-grained elastic network models (CGENMs) from the AAENMs; (b) detailed
interactions among the nucleotides (nodes) of the CGENM where nucleotide i interacts with all
nucleotides connected by the 11 bold curves; and (c) bi, si, and ti.
in the long-axis direction of DNA segments. Moreover, the motions of water molecules
around each DNA segment are influenced by atoms of other adjacent water molecules or
DNA segments in the direction perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the DNA segment.
Thus, we need to consider the second term of Eq. (1) to implement such effects, where Bj
indicates the strength of such effects for atoms in the edge nucleotides of each DNA and
water molecule, respectively.
Remarkably, as shown in the Results section, the distributions of the temperature factor of
atoms exhibited various patterns from the same sequence of crystallized DNA ( and ) owing
to the dependency on the conditions of crystallization. Therefore, in order to compare
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the characteristics of the present DNA model to those of the crystal structure of DNA,
appropriate values of Bj need to be assigned to the atom j that belongs to the edge base
pairs and water molecules. For simplicity, we assign Bj = BB and Bw to the atoms j at the
edge base pairs and the water molecules, respectively, and Bj = 0 otherwise.
It is noted that the internal structure of the crystal of DNA is spatially anisotropic. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume that the interactions among local parts of the crystal of DNA
exhibit different strengths in different directions. Accordingly, in general, the strengths of
the restrictions of atoms belonging to the edge of DNA differ from those of water molecules.
Thus, we assume that BB and Bw are different values (Table 1).
For simplicity, the mass of each atom is assumed as a constant value (mi = m =
10−3/NA[kg], NA = 6.02214129×1023[/mol] is Avogadro’s number). However, we confirmed
that the results were almost identical when using the precise masses of the atoms.
Coarse-grained Elastic Network Model of DNA
A simple coarse-grained elastic network model of double-stranded DNA, where each nu-
cleotide is described as one node, was constructed as follows (Fig. 1(a)). We define the
coordinate of the C1’ carbon of nucleotide i, xi (xi = (xi, yi, zi)), as the position of nu-
cleotide i, and regard the motion of the C1’ carbon as that of the nucleotide. Here, we
assume that the mass of the C1’ carbon obeys mi = 10
−3/NA[kg]. The potential V of all
nucleotides is given as
V =
∑
i,j
Cg
2
(|xi − xj | − |x0i − x0j |)2. (2)
Here, x0i is the position of nucleotide i of the basic structure of DNA, as defined above. We
assume that nucleotides i and i′ belong to the same base pair. For nucleotide i, the sum is
restricted to the pair of nucleotides in the same base pair (j = i′), in the neighboring base
pairs (j = i + 1, i′ + 1, i − 1, i′ − 1), in the next neighboring bases pairs (j = i + 2, i′ +
2, i− 2, i′ − 2), and in the next-next neighboring bases in another strand (j = i′ + 3, i′ − 3)
(Fig. 1(b)). The elastic coefficient Cg ([kJ/(A˚
2mol)]) is a phenomenological constant that
is assumed to be the same for all interacting pairs. This model is considered as a simplified
version of previously proposed one-site-per-nucleotide models[50, 53].
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Normal-mode Analysis
An overview of the theory of normal-mode analysis is provided in several recent studies[1–
7, 10–13]. Thus, we here briefly show the results of this analysis. For this analysis, we
define q(t) (q = (q1,q2, ...qN), qi = (xi, yi, zi)) as a 3N -dimensional position vector, and
q0 as the position vector of the basic structure. Here, q = (r1, r2, ...rN) for the AAENM
and q = (x1,x2, ...xN) for the CGENM. The motions of small deviations of q(t) from q
0,
δq(t) = q− q0 obey
δq(t) =
∑
ωk 6=0
Akvke
iωkt (3)
where −(ωk)2 and vk = (vk1 ,vk2 , ...,vkN) (vki = (vkxi, vkyi , vkzi)) are the k-th largest eigenvalue
and its eigenvector of the 3N × 3N Hessian matrix H as
Hij = −
(
∂2V
∂qi∂qj
)
q=q0
. (4)
We assume that the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium with temperature T . Thus,
the amplitude Ak is given as
(Ak)
2 =
kBT
(ωk)2m
(5)
with Boltzmann constant kB = 1.3806488×10−23[m2kg/s2K]. Using this solution, the mean
square fluctuation of the i-th atom in the AAENM (δqi = δri) is obtained as
AFi =< |δri|2 >=
∑
ωk 6=0
kBT
(ωk)2m
|vki |2 (6)
with Boltzmann constant, and the temperature factor is displayed as TFi =
8
3
pi2AFi. Here,
< ... > represents the temporal average.
For the CGENM, we define the mean square fluctuation of the n-th nucleotide (δqn =
δxn) as CFn =< |δxn|2 >. To consider the motion of the n-th nucleotide in the AAENM, we
define the average nucleotide motions as δRn =< δrj >n−th nucleotide. Using this vector, we
define the mean square fluctuation of the n-th nucleotide as NFi =< |δRn|2 >. For the motif
mo of the n-th nucleotide (mo = sugar, base, and phosphoric acid), the average temperature
factor of the motif (MATF(mo in n−th nucleotide)) is defined as the average of TFj belonging to
each motif of each nucleotide, < TFj >(mo in n−th nucleotide)=
8
3
pi2 < AFj >(mo in n−th nucleotide).
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Treatment of the Temperature Factor in X-ray crystal Structure Analysis
In order to evaluate the validity of the AAENM, we measured the correlation coefficient
between the profile of the temperature factor obtained from PDB data (via X-ray crystal
structure analysis) and that obtained from the AAENM based on this crystal structure.
It is noted that the temperature factor profiles for some of the PDB data often include
unnaturally large or small values. Thus, the correlation coefficients were estimated using
data excluding such outliers. In the present evaluations, the value gi was considered as an
outlier if |gi − µ| > sσ, where µ and σ are the average and standard deviation of {gi},
respectively, and s = 2.5 is used based on the standard arguments of statistics.
Evaluations of Anisotropic Fluctuations of DNA
We also focused on the relationships between the fluctuations of each nucleotide in the
AAENMs and CGENMs in the directions parallel to the base pair axis, parallel to the helix
axis, and vertical to both the base pair and helix axes.
Here, we name the nucleotides in one and the other strand constructing the i-th base pair
as the i-th and i′-th nucleotide. We define the position vectors of the C1’ atoms belonging
to the i-th and i′-th nucleotides as ci and ci′, and consider
bi =
c0i − c0i′
|c0i − c0i′ |
, (7)
si =
(c0i+1 + c
0
i′+1)− (c0i + c0i′)
|(c0i+1 + c0i′+1)− (c0i + c0i′)|
, (8)
and
ti =
bi × si
|bi × si| (9)
(Fig. 1(c)). It is noted that bi and si are not orthogonal in general; however, we confirmed
that the angles of these vectors were always sufficiently close to pi/2 rad for each i.
Using these vectors, the mean square fluctuations of the i-th and i′-th nucleotides of the
AAENM in the directions parallel to the base pair axis are defined as NF bi =< |δRibi|2 >
and NF bi′ =< |δRi′bi|2 >, those parallel to the helix axis are defined as NF si =< |δRisi|2 >
and NF si′ =< |δRi′si|2 >, and those in the torsional direction are defined as NF ti =<
|δRiti|2 > and NF ti′ =< |δRi′ti|2 >, respectively. The mean square fluctuations of the
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i-th and i′-th nucleotides of the CGENM in these same directions are obtained by CF bi =<
|δxibi|2 > and CF bi′ =< |δxi′bi|2 >, CF si =< |δxisi|2 > and CF si′ =< |δxi′si|2 >, and
CF ti =< |δxiti|2 > and CF ti′ =< |δxi′ti|2 >, respectively. Moreover, we consider the mean
square fluctuation of the relative base position of each base pair of the CGENM in the three
directions listed above given by DF bi =< |(δxi − δxi′)bi|2 >, DF si =< |(δxi − δxi′)si|2 >,
and DF ti =< |(δxi − δxi′)ti|2 >, respectively.
Evaluations of the Overall Geometry of DNA
The overall geometry of each modeled DNA molecule is characterized by the ratios among
the square root of the three principal components of the populations of atoms,
√
λ1,
√
λ2,
and
√
λ3 (λ1 > λ2 > λ3 > 0). Here, λ1, λ2, and λ3 are obtained as eigenvalues of the
covariant matrix
I =


< (∆xi)
2 >i < ∆xi∆yi >i < ∆xi∆zi >i
< ∆yi∆xi >i < (∆yi)
2 >i < ∆yi∆zi >i
< ∆zi∆xi >i < ∆zi∆yi >i < (∆zi)
2 >i

 , (10)
where (∆xi,∆yi,∆zi) = (xi − xCM , yi − yCM , zi − zCM), (xi, yi, zi) is the position of i-th
atom, (xCM , yCM , zCM) is the position of the center of mass of a given DNA molecule, and
< ... >i indicates the average for all is. We evaluate the overall geometry of a given DNA
molecule using the linearity σ1 =
√
λ1/
√
λ2 and the line symmetry with respect to the λ1-
axis σ2 =
√
λ3/
√
λ2. Here, σ1 is large when the DNA is straightened, and σ2 is large (small)
when the DNA forms a three (two)-dimensional curve with wide (flat) envelope.
Evaluations of Correlations Among the Results of AAENM, CGENM, and Exper-
iments
We employ Pearson’s correlation coefficients, ρ, to evaluate the correlations among the
profiles of temperature factors and several anisotropic fluctuations of atoms obtained by
AAENM, CGENM, and experiments.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparisons of Fluctuations between the AAENM and the Crystal Structure of
DNA
The fluctuations of atoms of the AAENMs of several short DNA sequences were mea-
sured with normal-mode analysis. Here, the basic structures of the DNAs are given by the
crystal structures of the naked DNAs with the following PDB IDs: 1BNA, 7BNA, 9BNA,
1D91, 1DC0, 122D, 123D, 181D, and 330D (Table 1[68–75]). To confirm the validities of
the AAENMs, the correlations between the distribution profiles of the temperature factor
of atoms (TFi) and the average temperature factor of the motifs (MATFi) in the crystal
structures and those in the corresponding AAENMs were measured. In the following argu-
ments, we employ the optimal values of Ca, BB, and Bw for each crystal structure (Table 1),
which were manually found to maximize ρ of TFi between the results of the crystal structure
analysis and those of the AAENM.
By choosing the appropriate conditions for the atoms of the two edge base pairs and
water molecules (BB and BW ) for each PDB ID, TFi of each AAENM exhibited a similar
profile to that of the crystal structure with a significant correlation coefficient ρ (Fig. 2(a),
Table 1, and ). Therefore, the AAENM seemed to reproduce the overall structure of the
temperature factor profile of each crystal structure well, although the detailed profiles among
atoms showed some deviations.
Furthermore, we focused on the average temperature factor for the motifs, MATFi, as
recently discussed [35]. We found that the MATFi obtained with the AAENMs could
accurately reproduce those of the corresponding crystal structures with high correlation
coefficients ρ, where ρ >∼ 0.7 was obtained for most cases (Fig. 2(b), Table 1, and ).
These results demonstrate that the AAENM is a suitable model for describing the sequence-
dependent fluctuations of the nucleotide motifs of several double-stranded DNA sequences,
despite the simplicity of model construction and its easy implementation. Moreover, these
results show that the sequence-dependent forms of DNA have a dominant contribution to
their overall flexibilities and fluctuations.
Nevertheless, the present AAENM could not accurately reproduce MATFi well for some
crystal structures. These deviations are considered to have arisen from the following primary
12
FIG. 2: Temperature factors obtained with the AAENMs and crystal structure anal-
ysis. (a) Temperature factor of each atom (TFi) and (b) average temperature factor of the mo-
tifs (MATFi) obtained by the AAENMs (black curve) and crystal structure analysis (CSA, gray
(red) curve) of typical double-stranded DNA (PDB ID: 1BNA). Here, Ca = 2.91[kJ/(A˚
2mol)],
BB = 0.018, and BW = 0.02. Atom and motif indices in (a) and (b) are given in the same order as
shown for (c). ρ indicates the Pearson correlation coefficient of the profiles between the two curves.
assumption: we only considered the effects of the restrictions by the packing of DNAs in
crystal form for two edge base pairs and water, whereas such effects have an influence on
all atoms. Therefore, obtaining and incorporating more detailed knowledge of the restric-
tions of bulk sequences caused by crystal packing should help to achieve a more accurate
reproduction of the molecular fluctuations for all cases.
Comparison between the AAENMs and CGENMs of DNA
The main objective of this study was to unveil the sequence-dependent dynamic correlated
motions of several long DNA sequences. We next describe these dynamics of DNA sequences
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with longer lengths than considered in the previous subsection. For this purpose, we also
constructed a coarse-grained model, which is often useful for focusing on the slow and large-
scale dynamics of molecules that essentially influence their function. Thus, to propose a
coarse-grained model of long double-stranded DNA, we evaluated whether the CGENM
proposed provides an appropriate coarse-grained model of the present AAENM.
We performed normal-mode analysis of the AAENM and corresponding CGENM for 500
randomly chosen 50-bp sequences, and compared the mean square fluctuations of the i-th
nucleotide (NFi and CFi) in the directions parallel to the base pair axis (NF
b
i and CF
b
i ), par-
allel to the helix axis (NF si and CF
s
i ), and in the torsional direction (NF
t
i and CF
t
i ). Here,
Ca = 1.29kJ/(A˚
2mol) is employed, as in the previous study[1], and Cg = 7.7kJ/(A˚
2mol) is
assumed, which was manually found to provide the best fit of fluctuation profiles between
AAENM and CGENM. Here, the overall fluctuation profiles of CGENM are independent of
the value of Cg since Cg influences only on the absolute values of fluctuations. Independent
of the sequences and employed helical parameters, we found that the fluctuations of each nu-
cleotide in several directions were very similar between the AAENMs and CGENMs when
these models are constructed with the same helical parameters, with average correlation
coefficients ρ > 0.98 (Fig. 3, Table 3, , , and ).
It is noted that the present CGENM contains only one node per nucleotide, whereas the
AAENM contains 19 ∼ 22 nodes (atoms) per nucleotide. This fact demonstrates that the
computational costs of the CGENMs are much lower than those of the AAENMs, although
the accuracies of the obtained statistical aspects are almost identical between these two
models. Thus, this CGENM could be used for exhaustive analysis and comparisons of the
dynamic features of several sequence-dependent DNAs related to protein binding affinities,
functions of transcription regulation sequences, and nucleosome positioning[16–24, 26, 27,
46, 55–60]. In the next subsection, we provide an example of such an analysis to determine
the relationships between the nucleosome-forming abilities of several double-stranded DNA
sequences and their inter-strand dynamic features.
14
FIG. 3: Comparisons between the AAENM and CGENM. Comparisons of the fluctuations
between each nucleotide in the AAENM (black curves) and CGENM (gray (Red) curves) for a typ-
ical 50-bp random DNA sequence (5’ - GAGGCTAAAGTCTATTTAGACCGGAGTTGACGTG-
GAAGCCCGGCTAGTCT - 3’). (a) NFi and CFi, (b) NF
b
i and CF
b
i , (c) NF
s
i and CF
s
i , and
(d) NF ti and CF
t
i . Helical parameter set (i) (Table 2) was used for both models. The nucleotide
indices in (a) to (d) are given in the same order shown for (e). ρ indicates the Pearson correlation
coefficient of the profiles between the two curves.
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TABLE III: Comparisons between the AAENM and CGENM. Average and standard de-
viation of the correlation coefficients of 500 random samples of 50-bp sequences between NFi and
CFi, NF
b
i and CF
b
i , NF
s
i and CF
s
i , and NF
t
i and CF
t
i . Helical parameter set (i) (Table 2) was
used in all cases.
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Exhaustive Analysis of the Sequence-dependent Behaviors of 150-bp DNAs with
the CGENM
Nucleosome positioning is important not only for compacting DNA but also for appropri-
ate gene regulation. Several recent studies have been performed for genome-wide nucleosome
mapping and the identifications and predictions of nucleosome-forming and -inhibiting se-
quences for some model organisms[57, 59, 76–80].
As an example of the applications of the CGENM to an exhaustive analysis of the
sequence-dependent behavior of DNA, we compared the dynamic features of DNA sequences
of∼ 150 bp that were predicted as nucleosome-forming or nucleosome-inhibiting sequences in
the genome of budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (5000 forming sequences and 5000 in-
hibiting sequences of 150 bp)[57], nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (2567 forming sequences
and 2608 inhibiting sequences of 147 bp), Drosophila melanogaster (2900 forming sequences
and 2850 inhibiting sequences of 147 bp), and Homo sapiens (2273 forming sequences and
2300 inhibiting sequences of 147 bp)[59]. The histograms of the average relative fluctuations
of DNAs for the three directions < CFi >i, < CF
b
i >i, < CF
s
i >i, < CF
t
i >i, < DFi >i,
< DF bi >i, < DF
s
i >i, and < DF
t
i >i (< ... >i indicates the average for all is.) for the
nucleosome-forming sequences and the nucleosome-inhibiting sequences are shown in Fig. 4
and ∼ . Here, we employed the helical parameter set (i) (Table 2) that was used in the
coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations by Freeman et al., which exhibited consistent
results to some experiments[48, 61–63].
The histograms for budding yeast showed that that nucleosome-forming sequences tend
to exhibit larger fluctuations in several directions compared to the inhibiting sequences. In
particular, the histogram of < DF bi >i for the nucleosome-forming sequences showed a clear
shift in the direction toward larger values compared to that for the nucleosome-inhibiting
sequences (Fig. 4). For the other organisms, most of the histograms showed few differences
between the nucleosome- forming and -inhibiting sequences. However, similar to the case of
yeast, the distribution of < DF bi >i for the nucleosome-forming sequences shifted largely in
the direction of larger values compared to that for the nucleosome-inhibiting sequences in
these organisms ( ∼ ). These results indicate that the nucleosome-forming ability is highly
correlated to the fluctuations of the inter-strand distances of DNAs, in which sequences with
larger fluctuations tend to form the nucleosome.
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FIG. 4: Fluctuations of the CGENM of long DNA sequences. Histograms of the average
fluctuations, (a) < CFi >i and < DFi >i, (b) < CF
b
i >i and < DF
b
i >i, (c) < CF
s
i >i and
< DF si >i, and (d) < CF
t
i >i, and < DF
t
i >i, for nucleosome-forming and -inhibiting sequences
of budding yeastSaccharomyces cerevisiae (150 bp). Helical parameter set (i) (Table 2) was used.
Similar to the previous arguments, we compared the dynamical features among the ran-
dom 150-bp DNA sequences varying in average GC-contents; the histograms, averages, and
standard deviations of < CFi >i, < DFi >i, < DF
b
i >i, < DF
s
i >i, and < DF
t
i >i were
measured from 10,000 random sequences for each GC content (Fig. 5 and ). In this case,
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< CFi >i exhibited a minimum at a GC content of ∼ 0.2, which indicates that the AT-rich
sequences tend to be more rigid than the GC-rich sequences. However, the fluctuations of
sequences consisting of only A or T were as large as those of the GC-rich sequences. More-
over, the GC content dependencies of < DFi >i, < DF
b
i >i, < DF
s
i >i, and < DF
t
i >i
showed different characteristics for GC contents larger or smaller than 0.6 ∼ 0.7. In par-
ticular, the results for < DF bi >i were similar for cases with a large GC content (0.7 ∼ 1)
but monotonically decreased with a GC content with little variance. A recent experimental
study showed that the probability of nucleosome formation tends to increase with increases
in the GC content ratio [81]. Thus, the present results indicate that sequences with larger
fluctuations of inter-strand distances tend to form the nucleosome, which is consistent with
the results described above from the analysis of the genomes of the four model organisms.
Finally, we focus on the relationships between the overall geometries and fluctuations
of the considered DNA sequences. The overall geometries of several DNA sequences, the
nucleosome-forming and -inhibiting DNA sequences for four model organisms and random
DNA sequences with different GC contents, were evaluated using scatter plots of σ1 (linear-
ity) and σ2 (line symmetry) (Fig. 6 and ). It is noted that σ1 and σ2 are highly correlated.
The average, standard deviation, and distributions of σ1 and σ2 exhibited slight but not
significant deviations between the nucleosome-forming and -inhibiting sequences.
For the random sequences, the average value of σ1 exhibited similar variations to< CFi >i
with an increase in GC content. In particular, both values decreased with increases in GC
content for GC contents ≤ 0.2, whereas they increased with increases in GC content for GC
contents ≥ 0.3 (Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 6(c)). In fact, σ1 and < CFi > were highly correlated
for random DNA sequences, regardless of their CG content. The Pearson correlation coef-
ficient for the 110,000 sequences analyzed above with GC contents = 0.0 ∼ 1.0 was 0.9433.
It is noted that σ1 showed large dispersion for each GC content, and there were signifi-
cant overlaps among σ1 distributions with different GC contents (Fig 6(b) and 6(c)). This
fact indicates that different DNA sequences can often show similar geometries, and such
sequences also tend to show similar overall fluctuations. On the other hand, the fluctuations
of inter-strand distances < DF bi > that may correlate to the nucleosome-forming ability did
not correlate significantly to either σ1 or σ2, with Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.2250
and 0.1967. This fact indicates that the nucleosome-forming ability of DNA sequences are
not only determined by the overall DNA geometries but also by their dynamic properties.
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FIG. 5: Fluctuations of the CGENM of long DNA sequences. Histograms of (a) < CFi >i
and (b) < DF bi >i, and (c) averages and standard deviations of < CFi >i, < DFi >i, < DF
b
i >i,
< DF si >i, and < DF
t
i >i for 10,000 samples of random 150-bp sequences with an average GC
content = 0, 0.1, 0.2, · · · , and 1. Helical parameter set (i) (Table 2) was used.
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FIG. 6: Overall geometries of long DNA sequences. Scatter plots of σ1 and σ2 for (a)
nucleosome-forming and -inhibiting sequences of budding yeastSaccharomyces cerevisiae (150 bp),
and for (b) random sequences with several GC contents (150 bp). (c) Averages and standard
deviations of σ1 for 10000 samples of random 150-bp sequences with an average GC content = 0,
0.1, 0.2, · · · , and 1. Helical parameter set (i) (Table 2) was used.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this study, simple elastic network models of double-stranded DNAs were developed in
order to perform an exhaustive analysis of several sequence-dependent dynamical features.
First, we constructed a simple all-atom elastic network model that could reproduce the
fluctuations of the motifs of each nucleotide (sugar, phosphoric acid, and bases) of several
crystal structures of short DNA sequences. Second, we proposed a simple course-grained
elastic network model that could reproduce the dynamic features of the long DNA sequences
obtained by the all-atom elastic network model. Through exhaustive analysis of the dynamic
features of several DNA sequences with normal-mode analysis of the presented coarse-grained
elastic network model, we found that the dynamic aspects of DNA are highly influenced
by the properties of nucleotide sequence such as GC content. We also found that the
nucleosome-forming abilities of double-stranded DNA exhibited positive correlations with
their sequence-dependent inter-strand fluctuations.
In the present study, we demonstrated the sequence-dependent dynamic features for sev-
eral ∼ 150-bp DNA sequences to evaluate the relationships between the nucleosome-forming
abilities and DNA dynamics. Of course, DNA sequences longer than ∼ 150 bp can also
be analyzed using the presented course-grained model. Moreover, course-grained molecular
dynamics simulations can be performed to consider the large deformations of DNA, such
as formation of a super helix and nucleosome that are the basic structures of higher-order
chromosome architectures, using the presented elastic network models with the excluded
effect of the volume of each atom or each nucleotide. We are currently conducting these
molecular dynamics simulations, and the results will be reported in the future. We did not
consider the effects of solvents such as temperature and salt concentrations in the present
elastic network models. Therefore, we are also planning to attempt modifications of the
models so that several solvent conditions can be incorporated in future work.
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Supporting Information
S1 Table
Helical parameter sets. (a) Helical parameter sets (ii) obtained by X-ray crystal
structure analysis,[61, 62], and (b) helical parameter sets (iii) obtained by all-atom molecular
dynamics simulations.[58, 65, 66].
S2 Table
Comparisons between CGENM and AAENM. Average and standard deviation of
the correlation coefficients of 500 samples of random 50-bp sequences between NFi and CFi,
NF bi and CF
b
i , NF
s
i , and CF
s
i , and NF
t
i and CF
t
i . Helical parameter sets (ii) and (iii) ()
were used.
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S1 Fig
Temperature factor of each atom. The temperature factor of each atom obtained
by the AAENMs (black curve) and X-ray crystal structure analysis (gray (red) curve) of
typical double-stranded DNAs obtained from PDB ID (a) 7BNA, (b) 9BNA, (c) 1D91, (d)
1DC0, (e) 122D, (f) 123D, (g) 181D, and (h) 330D. Parameters Ca, BB, and BW are given
in .
S2 Fig
Average temperature factor of motifs. Average temperature factor of motifs ob-
tained by the AAENMs (black curve) and X-ray crystal structure analysis (gray (red) curve)
of typical double-stranded DNAs obtained from PDB ID (a) 7BNA, (b) 9BNA, (c) 1D91,
(d) 1DC0, (e) 122D, (f) 123D, (g) 181D, and (h) 330D. Parameters Ca, BB, and BW are
given in .
S3 Fig
Comparisons between AAENM and CGENM. Comparisons of the fluctuations be-
tween each nucleotide in the AAENM (black curves) and CGENM (gray (red) curves) for a
typical random 50-bp DNA sequence (5’ - AGTGGTAAGGCATGGTTCTCGAATCTCG-
GTTTATTTACACTGCTGCTCCA - 3’). (a) NFi and CFi, (b) NF
b
i and CF
b
i , (c) NF
s
i
and CF si , and (d) NF
t
i and CF
t
i using helical parameter set (ii) .
S4 Fig
Comparisons between AAENM and CGENM. Comparisons of the fluctuations
between each nucleotide in the AAENM (black curves) and CGENM (gray (red) curves)
for a typical random 50-bp DNA sequence (5’ - ATATGCTGTAGAGCGTCCCGTC-
CGCGCGTTGTGGTTTTTTCGGTGCTCTA - 3’). (a) NFi and CFi, (b) NF
b
i and CF
b
i ,
(c) NF si and CF
s
i , and (d) NF
t
i and CF
t
i using helical parameter set (iii) .
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S5 Fig
Histograms of the average fluctuations inCaenorhabditis elegans. Histograms of
the average fluctuations of (a) < CFi >i and < DFi >i, (b) < CF
b
i >i and < DF
b
i >i, (c)
< CF si >i and < DF
s
i >i, and (d) < CF
t
i >i and < DF
t
i >i for nucleosome-forming and
nucleosome-inhibiting sequences of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (147 bp). Helical
parameter set (i) (Table 2) was used.
S6 Fig
Histograms of the average fluctuations inDrosophila melanogaster. Histograms of
the average fluctuations of (a) < CFi >i and < DFi >i, (b) < CF
b
i >i and < DF
b
i >i, (c)
< CF si >i and < DF
s
i >i, and (d) < CF
t
i >i and < DF
t
i >i for nucleosome-forming and
nucleosome-inhibiting sequences of Drosophila melanogaster (147 bp). Helical parameter set
(i) (Table 2) was used.
S7 Fig
Histograms of the average fluctuations inHomo sapiens. Histograms of the average
fluctuations of (a) < CFi >i and < DFi >i, (b) < CF
b
i >i and < DF
b
i >i, (c) < CF
s
i >i
and < DF si >i, and (d) < CF
t
i >i and < DF
t
i >i for nucleosome-forming and nucleosome-
inhibiting sequences of Homo sapiens (147 bp). Helical parameter set (i) (Table 2) was
used.
S8 Fig
Histograms of the average fluctuations with different GC contents. Histograms
of (a) < DFi >i, (b) < DF
s
i >i, and (c) < DF
t
i >i for 10,000 samples of random 150-bp
sequences with different average GC contents. Helical parameter set (i) (Table 2) was used.
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S9 Fig
Overall geometries of long DNA sequences in model organisms. Scatter plots
of σ1 and σ2 for nucleosome-forming and -inhibiting sequences of (a) Caenorhabditis elegans
(147 bp), (b) Drosophila melanogaster (147 bp), and (c) Homo sapiens (147 bp). Helical
parameter set (i) (Table 2) was used.
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